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Burke, Windham, and Pitt

PART I

THE acquisition by the British Museum of a considerable
portion of Windham's correspondence during the revolu-

tionary period enables us to gauge more accurately his relations
to Burke and to the Pitt administration which he joined in
July 1794. But these letters also throw new light on certain
episodes in the careers of Burke and Pitt. Along with documents
in the Chatham manuscripts, now preserved in the Public
Record Office, they add materially to the information concerning
the motives and actions of the three statesmen in the revolu-
tionary period. The letters reveal characteristic differences.
Those of Burke, though often clouded by passion, are instinct
with intellectual power and sparkle with felicities of expression.
Those of Pitt throw a clear light on the topics at issue and
conceal the personality of the writer. No correspondent, not
even Chatham himself, possessed more completely the gift of
enshrouding his own figure ; and these letters do not help us
to lift the veil. The correspondence of Windham in these years
possesses a more personal interest, especially as showing the
influence of Burke on a character by no means antipathetic
to the principles of 1789. As he is the least known of the three
men, he deserves a short initial notice.

At that time William Windham was thirty-eight years of
age, thus being the junior of Burke by twenty-two years, and the
senior of Pitt by nine years. At Eton and Oxford he was the
contemporary of Fox, with whom his relations were very cordial.
He also studied mathematics and philosophy at Glasgow, and
the love of these pursuits never left him. In his morbidly
introspective diary time is referred to as wasted which was
not devoted to them or to linguistic studies. He derived many
of his gifts from his father, an officer in the army, distinguished
by a chivalrous character and a love of languages. The son
was to be almost a knight-errant. Whether at his family seat
of Felbrigg, near Oomer, or in parliament, or during his
numerous tours, he sustained with dignity the character of a
cultured and warm-hearted gentleman. Yet there was some-
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thing wanting in Windham. Restlessness and self-examination
impaired alike his health and his capacity for decision and
action. His studies, as he was painfully aware, led to no definite
results ; and in the political arena his critical aloofness weakened
powere of eloquence and enthusiasm which should have carried
him to the highest rank. He served as chief secretary for Ireland
in the Fox-North ministry of 1783, but sickness or disgust led
to hie withdrawal ; and though, as member for Norwich in and
after 1784, he endeared himself to his constituents and to the
house of commons, he figured more as a freelance, tilting against
the Pitt cabinet, than as a convinced and consistent whig. The
first events of the French Revolution did not awaken in him
the antagonistic zeal which at once strained to the utmost the
faculties of Burke. Windham was in France during the Jacquerie
of the late summer of 1789 ; he visited the national assembly
at Versailles during the exciting debates on agrarian topics
and the rights of man ; but his diary is that of an ordinary
traveller in times of calm, though varied by strangely intro-
spective musings. In truth, he needed a more determined and
persistent nature to arouse in him a feeling of resentment at the
barbarities of that time. This influence he found in Burke.

Writing to Windham on 27 September 1789 Burke con-
gratulates him on his return from ' the land of liberty ' and
thanks him for his information on French affaire. He continues :

That they [the French] should settle their constitution without much
straggle, on paper, I can easily believe ; because at present the interest*
of the Crown have no party, certainly no armed party, to support them ;
but I have great doubt whether any form of government they can establish
will procure obedience, especially obedience in the article of taxation.
In the destruction of the revenue-constitution they find no difficulties;
but with what to supply them is the ojnts. . . . It does not appear to me
that the national assembly have one jot more power than the king.

With remarkable insight Burke, even at this stage, detected
the weakness of the democratic movement in France. Its
champions showed far less ability in construction than zeal in
destruction ; and their fatal inability to restore order suggested
to Burke the well-known passage in the Reflections on the Revolu-
tion in France, in which he foretold the advent of the Directory
and Bonaparte. A strain of pessimism is essential to the mental
equipment of a prophet ; and certainly Burke, whom Windham
describes as 'decried, persecuted, and proscribed, not being much
valued even by his own party, and by half the nation considered
as little better than an ingenious madman ', had the charac-
teristics and the experiences that befit a seer. On this occasion
he at once gained belief. As Windham foretold, that greatest
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of pamphlets turned the stream of public opinion throughout
Europe against the national assembly. Wilberforce refers to
a discussion at Wimbledon on Burke's Reflections, in which
Lord Chatham, Pitt, and he approved the book, while Grenville
and Ryder differed. The entry in his diary is so brief as to be
scarcely conclusive ; but it seems probable that Burke's argu-
ments and the continued confusion in France had told on Pitt,
leading him to modify the hopeful forecast on French affairs
which startled parliament on the 9th of February previous.

The present convulsions of France must, sooner or later, terminate in
general harmony and regular order. . . . Whenever the situation of France
shall become restored, it will prove freedom rightly understood, freedom
resulting from good order and good government; and, thus circumstanced,
France will stand forth as one of the most brilliant powers in Europe.

The prophecy is conditioned by the phrases ' sooner or later',
' whenever', &c, and ' thus circumstanced ' ; but, even so, it is
a striking proof of the optimism which was the glory of Pitt
as a man, but not seldom his weakness as a statesman.

Unfortunately, neither Burke nor Pitt knew France well.
Accordingly, their attitude towards the Revolution was the out-
come of instinct and of a general acquaintance with the course
of political convulsions rather than of knowledge of the problems
besetting her people. Burke, failing to understand their diffi-
culties, launched into unmeasured invectives ; Pitt, hopefully
believing in the advent of a settlement <l VAnqlaisz, failed to
realize the depth and passion of the revolutionary sentiment,
which turned against him after the outbreak of war in 1793. The
philosopher saw in that event a struggle to the death between
two irreconcilable principles ; the statesman deemed it a collision
of interests due to the high-handed treatment of our Dutch allies
by the French republic. In a sense both were right. The
CO8U8 belli, the opening of the Scheldt to navigation by all
nations, in defiance of Dutch claims, was a case of natural
rights against treaty rights; but material interests as well
as the clash of principles brought about the dispute. Danton
might challenge the kings to mortal conflict by hurling
down the head of Louis XVI as gage of battle ; but behind
him were men intent on garnering the spoils of the Netherlands
and the Rhineland. The declaration of war by France
against Great Britain and Holland on 1 February 1793
brought to an acuter phase the struggle between democracy and
monarchy already raging ; but it also marked the beginning
of another round in the secular conflict between France and
England for supremacy in the Netherlands. Pitt, as a diplomatist,
may have underrated the fighting value of the ideals of democracy:
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Burke, raging at the intrusion of the Scheldt affair into the
arena of his holy war, certainly overlooked the importance of
the political and commercial issues involved ; and his call to
the allies, especially Austria and Prussia, to forgo all claim to
indemnity at the expense of France was a counsel of perfection
utterly at variance with the statecraft of that age. We can now
see that his advice was instinct with foresight. Only by for-
swearing all thought of material gains could the monarchical
hosts be kept together. But all who knew the courts of
Vienna and Berlin saw the futility of that advice. While Burke
summoned Europe to a crusade, Thugut and Haugwitz were
intent on outwitting one another in the allotting of the spoils.
This was but natural. Regarding France as the aggressor owing
to her declaration of war against Austria in April 1792, they
determined to make her pay the expenses of the war, and she
could pay only in land. Burke did not fully know the extent
of their schemes, and, idealist as he was, refused to take into
account the pressing financial needs of the two German states.
Pitt, as a practical statesman, saw the reasonableness of their
claims to compensation.

In estimating the differences of judgement that separated him
sharply from Burke, we must further remember that he was
not in a position to dictate the course of action of Austria and
Prussia. In February 1793 Great Britain was involved in a
conflict which had raged for ten months, and whose diplomatic
issues had already been decided at Vienna and Berlin. Burke's
invectives against Pitt for allowing the dictates of statecraft
to override the claims of monarchy were based on the assumption
that Great Britain could act as arbitress. This was not so.
Not since the Lancastrian period had she been able to attack
France on land without the help of allies. The imperious need of
economy after the disasters of the American war necessarily left
her unprepared for a great conflict; and, when the challenge
came unexpectedly early in 1793, she entered the arena as
a military power of the second rank, and therefore unable to
•regulate the policy of her German allies. Finally, a cardinal
maxim of British policy bade Pitt second the aim of Austria to
necure a better frontier for her Belgic provinces. Some of her
statesmen, notably Thugut, questioned the wisdom of holding
those distant and troublesome domains; and probably the
emperor, Francis II, looked on them as little better than a valuable
asset for bargaining, unless he secured a strong frontier in French
Flanders. Every consideration of sound policy, as then under-
stood, bade Pitt establish Austria firmly in the Belgio lands;
and the accomplishment of this desirable end implied the acquisi-
tion of Lille and Valenciennes.
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Thus, the characteristics of Pitt and Burke, no less than
their differences in position and in diplomatic knowledge, led
them to take very different points of view. For Pitt the aim of the
struggles was to keep France within bounds and to restore the
balance of power ; for Burke it was to stamp out Jacobinism
and restore the French Bourbons. This he termed making war
on the Jacobins, not on France, though by this time the two terms
had become closely intertwined. They became indissoluble
when the allies, after the conferences of their plenipotentiaries
at Antwerp in April 1793, issued a declaration which implied
a resolve to seek territorial indemnities at the expense of France.
Therefore, while admirers of Burke must admit that his know-
ledge of the situation was inferior to his monarchical zeal and his
philosophic insight, yet they may warmly commend his appeals
to the allies to separate, not to unite, the Jacobinical cause with
that of France ; and the neglect of them led to that hardening
of the national resistance, which even short-sighted politicians
might have foreseen.

The energy of the Jacobins, the unexpected weakness of Austria,
and the perfidious apathy of Prussia, soon paralysed the cam-
paign in Flanders ; and the progress of sedition in these islands
added further reasons why all friends of monarchy should form
a working union. Burke and Windham seem to have had no hand
in the abortive proposals for the accession of the old whigs
to the ministerial ranks in the summer of 1792. The diary of
Windham at that time gives an impression of nonchalance on
French affairs ; but the horrors of that autumn and the aggres-
sions of the Jacobins served to draw him nearer to Pitt. Acting
with Lords Loughborough and Malmesbury, he sought to induce
the duke of Portland to break away from Fox and openly sup-
port the government. Constitutional indecision or fondness for
Fox kept the duke tongue-tied ; whereupon the whig subalterns
privately assured ministers of their support in all matters tending
to preserve order at home and treaty rights abroad. This occasion
called forth the first letter from Pitt to Windham.

On 24 November 1792 Pitt invited Windham and Burke to
an interview on that evening at Lord Grenville's house in
St. James's Square. He added that, even if Burke were not in
town, he (Pitt) desired to see Windham, ' as, besides the subject
of their last conversation, he wishes to mention to him some
particulars which have been stated to him respecting Norwich
and its neighbourhood'. Norwich was a stronghold of the new
radical clubs ; but the chief topic for discussion must have been
the hoped-for union of the Portland whigs with the government.
Though Burke was not present, the interview between Pitt and
Windham took place ; and Malmesbury afterwards noted that
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VVindham favoured a friendly separation from, not a rupture with,
Fox. Neither event occurred ; but evidently Pitt hoped much
from the decided royalism of the squire of Felbrigg, and wrote
to him thus in view of Fox's notice of motion for peace with
France on 17 June :

Downing Street, Friday, June 14,1793,

Mr Pitt presents his compliments to Mr Windham, and wishes much
if Mr Windham will give him leave to have some conversation with him
before Monday on the subject of the motion of which Mr Fox has given
notice for that day. It would also be a great satisfaction to M'Pitt to
have an opportunity, if it is not disagreeable to Mr Windham, of stating
confidentially to him some circumstances arising out of the present state
of politics, and which Mr Pitt rather wishes to communicate personally to
himself than thro' any other channel. It is hardly necessary to add that,
if Mr Windham has the goodness to comply with Mr Pitt's wishes in this
respect, any thing which may pass will not transpire any where, without
Mr Windham's particular permission. Mr Pitt will be at leisure any hour
either to-morrow or Sunday,at which Mr Windham could find it convenient
to call in Downing Street.1

The first extant letter of Windham to Pitt , dated 11 October
1793, deals at the outset with the intended proposals through
Mr. Hippisley for friendlier relations with the Vatican, so tha t
England may become ' the protector of the Italian States, and
(odd as the idea may seem) the supporter of the Papal Power '.
He then refers as follows to the appointment of Sir Gilbert Elliot
(afterwards first earl of Minto) to the post of civil commissioner
a t Toulon during the British occupation of that place, also to
the British reverse at Dunkirk :

. . . As the opportunity is presented to me, I cannot help offering my -
congratulations on the late successes at Toulon, as also on the choice of the
person, about to be sent out there to conduct our political concerns in that
very new and critical situation. I really doubt whether in the compass
of the three kingdoms a person could be found so furnished at all points,
with the powers and properties, necessary for that very delicate service.
I rejoice accordingly not a little at Sir G. E[lliot] having undertaken it.
On the same principle and with the same views, I am perfectly well pleased
to remain myself in the situation, in which I have acted hitherto, and in
which it appears to me, in the present state of things, that my support
of the same cause, is likely to be most effectual.

On the affairs of our armies in the north I wish I had the same con-
gratulations to offer. From the moment that I had reason to believe
(I know not how truly), that the plan of our operations in that quarter
did not carry with it the full approbation of the best military judgements
on the spot, I must confess I was full of alarms. I hope our success at the
other side of France as well as in the expedition [for the West Indies]
now fitting out will serve to cover and heal this wound ; and keep the

1 Add. MS. 37844, fo. 7.
VOL. XXVII.—NO. CVin. Z Z
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publick opinion right on the subject of the war; which is the point in
which error and failure is most to be apprehended. You have received
from Norwich probably an account of a seditious paper, which made its
appearance immediately on the miscarriage at Dunkirk, but which
drooped and died away, on the news of the success of Toulon ; so little true
is it, that the progress of arms has no influence on that of opinions.2

Pit t 's reply breathes his usual hopefulness. I t minimizes the
'check ' at Dunkirk, expresses the belief that the expected success
of Coburg in reducing Maubeuge would end the resisting power
of France in the north, while the south was raised from Toulon
as base :

Hollwood, Snnday, Octr 13th 1793.

I received yesterday the favor of your obliging letter enclosing several
papers from Mr Hippisley, the substance of which I had before learnt in
some measure, but less fully, from the lord chancellor. Allow me to
return you my thanks for the communication, and at the same time to beg
your permission to retain the papers for a few days, in order to examine
them more at leisure than I have yet been able to do. I partake thoroughly
in your sentiments both with respect to Toulon, and to the person with
whom the political concerns arising out of the possession of that place
are entrusted. This event seems to me to furnish a better opening than
could have presented itself in any other way for the facilitating the restora-
tion of regular government in France and for terminating the war satis-
factorily, perhaps speedily. In Sir Gilbert Elliot's hands, I am sure every
advantage- will be improved to the utmost. I need not say how happy
I should have been if your concurrence of opinion on the great questions
now depending, had led you also to take an active share in conducting the
affairs of government. At leaHt however I have the satisfaction of knowing
from experience how much the public may benefit by your exeTtions even
in your present situation. The check before Dunkirk is certainly much
to be regretted. But unless any impression should be produced by it
at home to impede the vigor of future operations, the mischief will I trust
be little felt in the general scale of the war. We expect in a few days
important accounts from Maubeuge. Success in that quarter would in
a great measure relieve us from any further anxiety on the side of the
Netherlands, and lead to further vigorous measures, either before the end
of the campaign, or very early in the next. I have inquired about the
paper transmitted from Norwich which I understand was immediately
referred to the attorney-general.3

Very different was the judgement of«Burke. In a letter to
Windham, written before the news of the Austrian failures a t
Wattignies and Maubeuge, he deplores the moves in that direction
as no less fatal than tha t against Dunkirk or the West Indies.
Indeed, the whole plan of the war had been wrong, arising as it did

from the false political principles on which it is formed. . . . No victory,
however great, can reconcile my mind to this business of Maubeuge, no

1 Add. MS. 37844, fo. 11. * Add. MS. 37844, lo. 13.
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more than it could to that of Dunkirk, where indeed victory was in a
manner impossible. But the fault is not wholly in our ministry : the whole
body of the allies is concerned in it. Things can never be brought to a
decision, in the way they proceed in, by any victory or victories.

Burke, it should be remembered, desired the allies publicly to
abjure all thought of conquest and annexation, to appeal to the
French people as against the Jacobin faction dominant at Paris,
and to encourage the French royalists everywhere, especially
in La Vendee (Poitou, as he calls it). In a letter of 1 November
to Windham, he calls the execution of Marie Antoinette an act of
unequalled cruelty, and adds the significant words—' O poor
Poitou'. The occupation of Toulon and the fomenting of a
royalist rising in Provence surely ought to have earned his
approval; but some time early in November he wrote to Wind-
ham criticizing the British declaration destined for Toulon, which
affirmed that that fortress was held in trust for the French
Crown and that Great Britain disclaimed all intention of retaining
any conquests that her troops might make on the continent of
Europe :

. . . I agree with you that the proclamation is well drawn, perhaps
too well drawn, as it shows too much art. I admit that it seems more than
anything else that has yet appeared to depart from the unfortunate plan
of making war against France, and to direct it where it ought to be directed,
to the relief of the oppressed, and to the destination of Jacobinism.
I wish, however, that nothing had been said about indemnity. It is
a thing unheard of in this stage of a war; and, as in fact, we have no
pledge whatever in our hands but Toulon, it looks as if we meant to keep
that place and the ships in its harbour for that indemnity, though sur-
rendered to our faith upon very different terms. This previous demand
of indemnity, which has a sort of appearance (even so much as perhaps
to hazard the whole effect of the declaration) of fairness, is yet so very
loose and general that I scarce know what it is that we and the allied
courts may not claim under it. The worst of the matter is that the only
object which we have hitherto pursued is the previous security of this
indemnification.

The thing, however, that perfectly sickens me in this declaration is
its total disagreement with everything we have done, or (so far as I see)
that we are going to do now. We promise protection and assistance to
those who shall endeavour the restoration of monarchy in that country.
Yet, though Poitou is in a manner at our door, and they have for eight
months carried on a war on the principles we have pointed out, not a man,
not a ship, not an article of stores has been yet sent to these brave unfor-
tunate people. All the force we can spare was destined for our indemnity ;
and, when now released (I do not know with what prudence) from the
Flemish service, it is intended again to go to the West Indies. No talk,
nor no thought of giving the least of the succour we stand engaged for,
and which common justice and common policy ought to have induced

z z 2
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us to send, though we were under no positive engagement at all. This,
joined with our refusing to recognize that monarchy in those who have
the right to exercise its authority, is a defeasance to our declaration which
nothing but a total change of conduct can cancel. [He added that, owing
to the insensate conduct of the late whig party, he would refrain from
public censure on the Pitt administration. The French princes had received
the news of the execution of Marie Antoinette callously.]

As usual, Burke was unfair to the government. Valen-
ciennes and two lesser fortresses in Flanders were in our posses-
sion ; and France, being the aggressor in a struggle which was
then going against her, might fairly be called on to pay an
indemnity. But Burke's royalism had been inflamed by the
arrival of a letter from the Comte d'Artois (the future Charles X),
then resident at Hamm near Hamburg, which bade him use his
influence to induce the British ministers actively to assist the
royalists of the west of France. The count set forth eloquently
his desire to join them and his fear that the authorities at White-
hall were throwing obstacles in his way. He enclosed the appeal
of the younger Larochejaquelin and other Vendean chiefs begging
for his presence.4 These letters infuriated Burke. Becoming the
mouthpiece of the French princes, he saw little more than their
side in what was a many-sided problem. Pitt could not neglect
the interests of Austria, Prussia, and Holland. Still less could
he turn a deaf ear to the appeals of our West India planters for
protection against the revolutionary schemes emanating from the
Jacobins of Hayti, which threatened a general rising of the
slaves ; and, as the planters of Hayti sent an official offer to place
that wealthy colony in his hands, he was surely justified in sending
out an expedition. Besides, Burke's charge of neglect of the
Frenoh royalists was incorrect, as will appear from the following
letter of Pitt to the earl of Moira, commanding a force in the
Solent destined for the coast of Brittany : *

(Private.) Downing Street, Nov. 25, 1793.

Your lordship will receive by this messenger a copy of an account
received this day from Jersey, and some very important papers from the
chiefs of the royalist army, which put us much more in possession than
we have hitherto been, of their situation and of their intended operations.
The reports brought by M. Bertin of the events of last week may probably
prove in some degree true, but are not precise or authentic enough to be
much relied upon ; and, the letter from the royalist commanders being
of so distant a date as the 10th, no very certain conclusions can be drawn
from it for any present purpose. But on the whole it is, I think, satis-
factory to see that the royalist army is actually in greater force than
could have been imagined, and that the assistance which your lordship
will be enabled to give them (if the communication can be opened)

4 Burke, Corrup. iii. 166-77. * Chatham MS. 102.
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goes beyond not only their expectation but their demand. The points
which they seem to have in view on the sea coast are, aa your lordship
will perceive, numerous. I take for granted that your lordship will
arrange with Admiral Macbride the means of ascertaining aa soon as
possible after your arrival at the islands, whether they have succeeded
in getting possession of any of them. If they should not be in actual
possession, probably the knowledge of your being so near them will
lead to their making great eSorts to secure any place that you point out,
especially if you find that you can either assist or countenance their
attempt or speedily support them if they succeed. We shall not fail to
attend to the supply of the articles of which the royalists state themselves
to be most in need, and to apprize your lordship what steps we can take,
beyond those which you are already informed of, for that purpose. . . .
I am aware that it can only be by the result of the last information on
the spot that your opinion or decision ought to be regulated.

Another letter of about the same date, probably from Dundas to
Lord Moira, stated that the news from the council of the Christian
and royal army held at Dol on the 10th instant had on that day
arrived through the medium of Lord Balcarres. Moira is directed,
immediately on his arrival at Guernsey, to open communications
with that council and to inform it that supplies of flour are
being prepared for the succour of the royalists, as that is what they
most require. Clearly, then, government had endeavoured to
help the Bretons, but the difficult}' of opening communications
with them on that coast, where the republicans controlled most
of the landing-places, was very great.6 Obviously the north
of Brittany offered better opportunities than the coast of La
Vendee, where the succouring convoys would have to pass Brest
and L'Orient at a time when the Union Jack did not wave supreme
at sea. Civilians could not understand the complexity of the
problem of helping the bands which roamed through Brittany and
Poitou ; but the letter just quoted brings it into clear light, and
reveals one of the causes which doomed to failure the hopes of
Burke and the later plans of Windham and Pitt.

But another cause of failure remains to be noted. The
Comte de Provence, who had assumed the title of regent for the
little Louis XVII, was much disliked by the constitutional wing
of the royalist party, which detested Us purs and their head,
the Comte d'Artois. These, on their side, looked on the supporters
of the constitution of 1791 as scarcely less objectionable than the
Jacobins. Yet, amidst the horrors of the reign of terror, France
began to regret that constitution ; and it was clear that only
under its aegis could large masses be rallied, except in the fanatical
west. This was one among several reasons why Pitt and the
foreign secretary, Lord Grenville, strongly objected to the

• See too Dropmorc Paptn, ii. 454, 464, 469, 476.
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arrival of the Comte de Provence or the Conite d'Artois at
Toulon. Their presence, besides hampering the allied com-
manders, would increase the friction among the inhabitants.
Nevertheless, Burke, who early in December went with Windham
to have a conference with Pitt, prevailed on liin friend to set
forth the views of the French princes, as he did in the following
letter to P i t t : 7

Hill St., Monday evg., Doc. 16,1793.

Sir, the only point on which it is material that I should trouble you
is that which relates to the communication with the [French] princes. On
this too, I would only wish to state such facts as I have happened to hear,
without repeating opinions with which you are already acquainted. The
princes, I understand, are full of jealousy of the conference, which, they
conceive, is to precede any recognition of their title. Their jealousy turns
principally on the following points,—a fear lest the purpose of this country
should be to limit their authority, with a view to keeping France hereafter
in a feeble and depressed state. A fear lest the ideas of the constitu-
tionalists should be suffered to prevail too much in any settlement proposed,
particularly since the terms adopted in the capitulation of Toulon. A fear
lest views of indemnification should extend too far, and sacrifices be
required of them inconsistent with their duty and character. A general
apprehension growing out of all the former that the cabinet here is not in
earnest in wishing to see them, for the present, at the head of the royalist
party, but would rather that the cause should, to a certain degree, be
carried on without their assistance. These, as I recollect, were the
principal heads of uneasiness, which, whether reasonable or not, may
be considered as very excusable in their most anxious situation. The
danger is that, in their present state of ferment, and called upon in parti-
cular as the Comte d'Artois conceives himself to be, he should be led to
take some rash step, and, without consulting anything but the feelings of
the moment, should throw himself upon the coast of Brittany in the
first vessel that he could procure to convey him. Nobody could perhaps
much blame the proceeding ; yet every one would have reason to lament
it. The person from whom I principally hear this, and who, though placed
in a situation inferior to that of the Due d'Harcourt, is still much in the
princes' counsels, is persuaded that they are perfectly disposed to be
tractable, and would be quieted by any general assurance relative to the
above points conveyed to them by a person in whose sincerity they could
confide. He seems to think that, could they be set at ease on those points,
no other difficulty would remain. . . .

Windham's informant (probably the Comte de S6rent) little
knew the intractable nature of the Comte d'Artois. But this
whole question was ended for the present by Bonaparte's brilliant
recapture of Toulon on 17 December. That event and the failure
of the allies to hold the lines of Weissenburg in the north of Alsace
produced general consternation. Even before the arrival of those

' Chatham MS. 190.
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doleful tidings Windham informed Mrs. Crewe of his resolve to
join any party that would openly and relentlessly war against
' the whole Jacobin faction '. Early in 1794 Burke and he Bought
to induce the Portland whigs to give a more decided support
to the ministry. Pitt also on 16 .January submitted to Windham
the draft of the king's speech, to be delivered on 21 January,
with the result that a meeting of representative whigs at the
duke's residence, Burlington House, resolved on a loyal adhesion
to Pitt—so Windham informed him by a note late on that night.
To that occasion we may probably assign the following undated
letter of Burke : 8

[Endorsed, 1794.] Tuesday morning.

Everything went off at Burlington House as well as possible. The
meeting was not very numerous, not exceeding, as I guess, thirty. But
some who were absent are not ill inclined. The mountain was suffered
to attract too many, who are inclined, 1 believe, to return, but who do
not know their way back. The duke of P[ortland] opened the business
extremely well and with the utmost possible clearness and decision.
He put the principle of the war upon the proper foundation ; and, having
stated the necessity of persevering in its support in a very forcible light,
he recommended that no collateral considerations should divert their
minds and attentions from it; that therefore they should resist to their
utmost all inquiries into miscarriage as tending to destroy the confidence
necessary to the ministers at this time with regard to home support;
but, as, what he considered of far greater importance, tending to prejudice
the whole of our government with regard to foreign powers. I never
remember liim to have opened any business, at any time, with so strong
and decided a declaration of his own opinions, his way in general being
to state the case and to wish the company to take it into consideration.

In consequence of Portland's decided lead Fox was left with
few supporters ; and most of these drifted away in the course of
the session. George Byng later on had occasion to mention the
story that the Foxites usually went off to Brooks's in a hackney-
coach. ' That is a calumny (he said) ; we filled two coaches.'
Treason trials, volunteering, and plans for retrieving the failures
of 1793 filled up the spring of 1794 ; and, as is well known, the
Portland whigs joined the cabinet enrly in July, the duke becom-
ing secretary of state for home affairs and the colonies, while
Dun das took the seals of state for the newly constituted war
department with Windham an colleague. Into the disputes
caused by these accessions of the ' Old Whigs ', especially that
which centred around the viceroyalty, it is not proposed to enter.
Burke threw himself into them with his usual vehemence ; but
his four letters to Windham, of 16-28 October 1794, published
in Windham's Diary, show that he was not acquainted with

• Chatham MS. 118.
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the ministerial side of the case ; and his later assertion that Earl
Fitzwilliam went with a free hand to Dublin is disproved by
the important memorandum in which Grenville described a con-
ference of Pitt and himself with the new ministers.9

Before adverting to the important mission undertaken by
Windham in his ministerial capacity to the head-quarters of the
duke of York in Flanders, we will notice a matter of personal
interest affecting Burke. His services to the state had been long
and meritorious, though marred occasionally by eccentricities
and outbursts of temper which probably account for his never
attaining cabinet rank. Of late*he had helped indirectly to bring
about the accession of the Portland whigs ; for, while disclaiming
any direct part in the negotiations, he informed Windham that he
had spared no pains ' to produce the dispositions which led to i t ' .
Further, his succour to the distressed French exiles had strained
his scanty resources to the breaking-point. All this was made
known to Pitt by some friend, probably Windham ; and the prime
minister seems to have suggested the writing of a memorandum
detailing his services. The original is in the Chatham MSS.,
no. 118. As it has been published in the Stanhope Miscellanies
a precis must suffice here :

Burke understands that Pitt is so obliging as to think that his public
services during thirty years may be recommended to H. M.'s gracious
consideration. Burke has never solicited, or suggested, a reward; he has
done nothing beyond his strict duty. But, if he may compare his services
with those of certain contemporaries, he will refer to his arduous duties
before and during the ministry of Lord Rockingham, at the conclusion of
which it was generally expected that some provision would be made for
him. On the other hand the services of Colonel Barre and Dunning,
though no more conspicuous, were rewarded by annual pensions of
£3,000 and £4,000 respectively, the latter gentleman gaining also a peerage.
Burke's reform of the pay office has led to important savings of public
money; and in general his work for the state has been far greater than
that of Barre and Dunning, who were amply rewarded twelve years ago.
Many others whose careers have been shorter and less arduous than
Burke's have secured full recognition and pecuniary rewards, Lord
Auckland being a prominent instance.—' Mr. Burke does not conceive
that whatever H. M. may be graciously pleased to do for Mr. Burke in the
present temper of the public mind would be more unpopular or ill received
in the nation than what has been done for any of these gentlemen.'

Probably Pitt desired to make use of this memorandum in order
to overcome the dislike with which George III regarded the
champion of the American colonists and of economical reform.
It is inconceivable that services so splendid as those of Burke
should hitherto have failed to secure recognition, had not the

• JJropiitore Papers, iii. 30-S .
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king continued to nurse feelings of resentment. Burke, as we
have seen, compared his career with those of two men who had
early gained peerages ; and hifs desire to gain a title for his*
beloved estate at Beaconsfield is proved by the following new
letter of his son Richard to Windham. The sentences in the
middle, which are omitted, refer to the wish of the writer that,
as matters stand, he would (if he could put aside the thought
of his mother) prefer that no reward whatever should be accorded,
though that would involve the sale of the Beaconsfield estate :

June 14, 1794.

I am much obliged to you for your communications of government
with regard to my father, which, as far as the pecuniary consideration
goes, are fully adequate to my wishes. But I cannot help expressing my
surprise that there should be anything like a demur with regard to the
peerage. It is not that I lay much stress on what Sir Gilbert Elliot con-
veyed to me from the ministers on that subject. I think his pretensions
stand upon grounds much stronger than any promises, actual or implied.
The terms used to Sir Gilbert Elliot might have been general, tho' he
seemed to attach a particular sense to them. They were certainly, however,
not such as to imply that the ministers had very mean ideas with regard
to my father, and I did not conceive that what was considered as a debt
due from the country, and due to the opinion of Europe at large, could be
less than the peerage. However, it is for the ministers to judge what they
will do or not do. It is a matter absolutely in their own breasts. It would
be as ridiculous for my father at this time of day to haggle about the
recompense for his services, as it would have been absurd in the ministers
to chaffer with him about the price before those services were rendered,
services which, if the effects of them could have been foreseen, or could
have been bargained for (if he was u man capable of bargaining) I do not
believe any rewards the country has to bestow would have been thought
too much. But in the retrospect things have a different appearance,
especially when impressions are no longer fresh and when the man is going
off the stage and can be of use no further. It is therefore not unnatural
that difficulties should be made. . . . As matters stand, however, some
sacrifice of dignity must be made to ease ; and, tho' I think he might
expect an otium cum dignitate, and that the peerage is not more than his
due, and (if I may say) the specific reward of his services, yet, if the
ministers think otherwise, and think that services like his can be paid
in money, as far as my vote goes 1 shall advise him to submit, and I see
nothing else for him to do, but to take what is given him with thankfulness
and with as good grace aa he can. 1 cannot think that the ministers have
sufficiently considered, or that it can lie their intention, that what they do
should lose so much of its grace and effect with regard to the public by
what they withhold ; or that they have reflected what will be thought
when it comes to be known that this was an object to my father and
that it was refused on any grounds whatever. If they do not give it
to him, for God's sake, for what kind of services is it reserved, unless
it is determined that it should never be given to civil service or only
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follow in the common line of official promotion I And who do they mean
to make peers in the future I w

The letter serves to refute tho statements of Earl Stanhope
in his Life of Pitt and Burke!s biographer, Prior, that Burke
would have been raised to the peerage but for the death of his
sou Richard, which occurred on 2 August 1794. On the con-
trary, the last months of Richard Burke were embittered by the
knowledge that that honour was not to be conferred on one whom
he loved as his father and revered as one of the greatest men known
to history. Either the death of the son, or some carelessness on
the part of Dundas or Pitt, caused a delay painful to the friends
of Burke, who were aware of the critical state of his finances.
This appears from the following letter of Windham to Pitt.
The final paragraph, which refers to the topic of a peerage, is
omitted.

[Endorsed. Aug. 13, 17W.J
Dear Sir,

Let me recall to your recollection the business of Mr. Burke, in
case it should not have been mentioned to you by Mr. Dundas, with
whom I had a good deal of conversation about it the other day at Wimble-
don. At all events the pecuniary part of it should be settled before the.
king's departure [for Wevmouth]; and the only footing on which it could
be well settled would be in my opinion for the £1,200 a year to be given
immediately ; a sum to be promised from parliament for the lives of
Mr. and Mrs. Burke and the survivor ; and another sum for a term of
years such as he may dispose at a price sufficient to pay his debts. The
debts are supposed to be under £25,000, and the income of Beaconsneld
to be near £500. I cannot but think this income that ought to be secured
to him should be in all £3,000. . . .

\V. WINDHAM.

At last, on 30 August, Pitt wrote to Burke informing him of the
intention of the king to apply to parliament in the following
session for the bestowal of ' an annuity more proportioned to
His Majesty's sense of your public merit than any which His
Majesty can at present grant ' . In the meantime an annuity of
£1,200 a year (' the largest sum which His Majesty is entitled to
fix ') was conferred. Burke's reply to Pitt is missing ; but its
tenor may be judged from the following letter of the king to
Pi t t :

Weymouth, September 5, 1794.
I have received Mr. Pitt's note enclosing the letter he has received

from Mr. Burke. Misfortunes are the great softeners of the human mind,
and has (sic) in the instance of this distressed man made him owne what
hia warmth of temper would not have allowed in other circumstances,
namely, that he may have erred. One quality I take him to be very
susceptible of, that is, gratitude, which I think covers many failings,

'• Ad.l. >IS. 37843.
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and makes me therefore happy at being able to relieve him. His chusing
the pension to be settled on his wife 1 thoroughly approve of, and it will
with the better grace enable the other pension to be settled on him.

For some reason far from easy to fathom, Pitt did not apply
to parliament for the further pension, but granted from the
civil list an annuity of £2,500 which was found to be available.
Earl Stanhope suggests that this course averted the possibility
of an angry debate. But would Fox, Grey, or Sheridan have
dared to dispute the propriety of granting pensions to Burke ?
If any question had been raised, would it not have been as to their
inadequacy ? Surely the occasion was such as to elicit an almost
unanimous assent. Sympathy with sorrow, and admiration of the
transcendent genius which had shone forth during thirty years,
would have lifted the house of commons above the low levels of
faction, and breathed into members something of the publio
spirit which they united to honour. Burke's second letter to Pitt,
of date 28 October, deserves quotation in full :

Boaconsfield, October 28, 1795.
Dear Sir,

When you first did me the honour to signifye to me the king's
gracious intentions in my favour, I took the liberty of charging you with
my most dutiful and grateful acknowledgments to his majesty for that
inestimable mark of his royal condescension and goodness. The act is
now completed. I beg you, Sir, once more to lay me at his majesty's
feet to express the lively gratitude with which I am penetrated on this
occasion. They will come best thro' that servant who has so generously
seconded and forwarded his royal beneficence, and who has conducted hia
majesty's general affairs with a degree of ability, spirit, and zeal, the
lustre of which no circumstances of fortune can tarnish. These great
qualities, which have enabled you to struggle with so many difficulties,
supply the most rational ground of hope, that providence will make use
of them under bis majesty's wise and auspicious direction to give a
glorious termination to this necessary, this politick, and (what can be
surely added, but which cannot be too often thought on) this moral war.

I look on this provision for the repose of my age to be partly in con-
sideration of my feeble but well intended efforts in that cause. If I were
capable of exertion, my labours to my latest breath would be in the same
way. But, being no longer, capable of any exertion, my prayers will be
that my royal benefactor may long reign in the enjoyment of a victorious
peace, the fruit of his magnanimity and perseverance. I trust it will
be such as to fix all just and temperate government on as firm a basis as
the condition of human affairs will permit us to look for; and, in the
overthrow of the corrupters and destroyers of mankind, will for ever
discourage the principles and maxims which have called for his resolute
exertions in favour of his people and of all people.

1 linve the honour, <fcc.,
EDM. BUBBLE.
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The phraseology of this letter rings hollow when compared with
the feelings poignantly expressed in his letters of 20 and 28 October
to Windham. There he describes bis state of mind as near to
complete despair. The last blow had been the failure of his hopes
respecting the Irish viceroyalty ; but on all sides he saw ruin
approaching :

I am very miserable [he wrote] tossed by public upou private grief
and by private upon public. Oh ! have pity on yourselves ! and may the
God whose counsels are so mysterious in the moral world (even more than
in the natural) guide you through all these labyrinths. Do not despair !
If you do, work in despair.

The causes of his despondency must be set forth in another
article.

J. HOLLAND ROSE.
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